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Abstract								
While blockchain’s technological impact is disrupting, yet greatly improving industries across the globe,
it remains vastly underutilized within the very global exchanges where crypto is exchanged. We believe that
transparency, safety, and anonymity, combined with our creative solutions, are the priority values that should
drive the new crypto exchange industry forward. ExchangeCoin (EXCC) was created to satisfy these goals
as we strive to incorporate the best features of centralized and decentralized exchanges together into our
three-piece exchange ecosystem.

An increasing number of decentralized systems are being built on top of various blockchains, illustrating new
possibilities of exchanging coins and tokens within and between blockchains in a seamless and secure way.
We are proudly introducing EXCC-DEX; our goal is to create a blockchain-based decentralized exchange which
offers safe and anonymous transactions. It will have the speed and ease of a centralized exchange, but with
the safety and transparency of a decentralized exchange along with lower fees!

This exchange has been built to protect users from the rampant speculation and manipulation that continues
to plague many of our competitors. This ensures that transactions remain transparent and safe for everyone.

Moreover, to accomplish this vision, our primary decentralized exchange, EXCC-DEX is supported with
our other two complementary exchange services: our centralized exchange, Xult.com, and our exchanger,
Xchange.me. Together our three-piece exchange ecosystem offers a full range of trading services perfect
for meeting the unique strategies of every trader.
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About ExchangeCoin
As stated in the Abstract, ExchangeCoin (EXCC) was created in 2017 to further the development
of a user-centric cryptocurrency-exchanging ecosystem, with our decentralized cryptocurrency exchange
platform serving as its primary milestone.

ExchangeCoin is a utility coin created to support the internal economy necessary to support this decentralized
exchange. In addition, EXCC features extensively in other parts of our ecosystem. It is almost a given that this
coin will become very desirable as our success in these projects grow.

Three dimensions of EXCC ecosystem
The ExchangeCoin team decided to build a platform offering users access to complete crypto exchange
services which include: our exchanger - Xchange.me, the centralized exchange - Xult, and the decentralized
exchange - EXCC-DEX.

Xchange.me
This was the first product delivered by the EXCC core team. It is an innovative cryptocurrency exchanger/
arbitrage software platform offering users fast, secure, inexpensive, and fully anonymous cryptocurrency
exchanger services.

As an exchanger, Xchange.me’s proprietary algorithm analyzes various other exchanges searching for
the best exchange rates. Performing an exchange through Xchange.me, does not require registration and most
transactions are finalized within minutes. Registered EXCC coin holders do have additional benefits and can
apply for a 50% discount toward transaction fees. Within Xchange.me, users can exchange, via trading pairs,
more than 200 different cryptocurrencies.
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XULT
Xult is an innovative user-oriented cryptocurrency exchange and is scheduled to launch in Q4 2018. This
centralized exchange has features designed especially for professional to semi-professional traders that value
an intuitive user interface experience with multiple order options. However, it is also user friendly and easy for
laymen traders to use as well. Xult is focused on popular cryptocurrency projects and newly emerging innovative coins and tokens.

The EXCC coin will play a significant role in the exchange functionality. It will serve as one of the available
trading pairs and can be used to secure exclusive access to unique offerings from the EXCC team, such
as transaction fee discounts and other privileges. Since Xult’s user interface will be quite comparable to our
main product, the decentralized exchange (EXCC-DEX), it will prepare and familiarize users with this future
platform. After both platforms are launched, users will have the opportunity to perform transactions in either
exchange, centralized and/or decentralized, resulting in more options, higher security, and increased liquidity.


Decentralized Exchange: EXCC-DEX
Our goal, and inspiration for inventing the ExchangeCoin, was to deliver a truly decentralized exchange that
is fully resistant to being arbitrarily or maliciously shutdown, is user managed, transparent, trustless, and safe.
And this is all delivered without sacrificing usability and speed. The exchange has been in the development
phase since February 2018, with its first beta version expected sometime in 2019.

Since our products are user-centric by design, the EXCC-DEX interface will be as similar to Xult as possible, ensuring that switching between both our centralized and decentralized exchanges remains smooth
and seamless.
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The implementation of the DEX requires significantly different approaches than what is typically utilized by blockchain technologies. For instance, in order to achieve reasonable transaction speeds, our DEX
will use an innovative consensus type. Traditional consensus types used in blockchain are Proof-of-Work
and Proof-of-Stake, however these consensus types, while reliable, are very slow. For example, Bitcoin can
achieve a peak throughput rate of only 7 transactions per second. In contrast and in the interest of usability,
our DEX aims to achieve a throughput rate of at least three orders of magnitude higher. This sounds significant
and it is. It translates into well over 1000 transactions per second!

With the aim of achieving desired performance characteristics and maintain the highest possible security
factor, the DEX will be built on top of a Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) distributed consensus protocol, that
enables simultaneous processing of relevant data from several different systems while being immune to
malicious actions performed by some of them.

Unlike traditional blockchain consensus protocols (as potentially several million exist within traditional
blockchain architecture), thus making it difficult to obtain consensus easily or quickly, BFT consensus is far
superior, since a much lower number of systems is involved. Taking all the above into consideration, this leads
to the following architecture of the DEX:

Masternodes

Masternode 0

Masternode 1

Client 1

Masternode 2

Client 2

…

Client 3

Masternode N

…

the entire dex consists of the kernel, masternodes, and clients. clients are
users or, rather, applications communicating with dex via rpc protocol.
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Masternodes for a distributed cluster, establish BFT consensus and performs processing of user transactions.
Since a DEX is a decentralized public network, anyone can participate with their system so long as it satisfies
the minimal requirements. However, the number of Masternodes is limited, and since they work with sensitive
information, the following approach is introduced:

Participants in the Masternodes cluster work in the cluster for a limited time. This time
interval is called Time Lease.

In order to participate in the Masternodes cluster, one must stake funds for the Time Lease
using EXCC. The staking mechanism is similar to pre-existing EXCC PoS Tickets.

Once the list of participants in the Masternodes cluster changes, the current list
of participants is stored in EXCC as a dedicated transaction.

Storing the list of participants in EXCC is a key element of securing the DEX. It enables cross-verification
of participants by other DEX members (clients and systems waiting for participation in Masternodes).
But more importantly, it enables secure confirmation of the DEX payouts by EXCC transactions.

After the initial release phase, EXCC-DEX will be a fully decentralized and economically driven exchange
without a centralized managing authority.

In addition, EXCC-DEX is an open source project where everybody can contribute:

Via the GitHub platform: providing suggestions and submitting code improvements;

Via the Exilibrium wallet: voting on new features;

Via our community channels (Twitter, Discord): providing feedback on business, marketing tactics,
and taking part in bounties, etc.

Taking all of the above into consideration, it should be obvious that EXCC is the cornerstone and workhorse
of the DEX.

excc-dex will be a fully decentralized and economically driven exchange
without a centralized managing authority.
7

EXCC is a utility coin and users can utilize its voting mechanism in a multitude of ways, e.g.:

Choosing Masternodes that operate order books and perform transactions for users;

Lower transactions fees;

Voting for adding coins to the exchange;

Paying, negotiating listing fee for adding coins;

For exclusive offers and discounts for EXCC investors;

Periodic storing of view of processing nodes of the DEX;

Blockchain-based approval of final fund transfers (payouts);

Utilization of built-in EXCC staking mechanism for obtaining EXCC-DEX Masternode leases.
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Centralized Exchange vs. Decentralized Exchange
Both centralized and decentralized exchanges are already present on the market. Centralized exchanges have
their place in the world of cryptocurrencies and are widely and willingly used by many due to their ease of use,
speed of operation, and general availability. Despite these benefits, they also have some weaknesses:

They are owned and operated by persons or companies that maintain full control over all
exchange-made transactions, leaving a wide-open door for abuse by speculation.

Users do not have access to the private keys of their exchange wallets, forcing them to entrust their
funds to external, potentially untrustworthy companies.

Their centralization leaves them vulnerable to shut down by governments and regulators, and
leaves users vulnerable to surveillance and monitoring by authorities.

Centralization contradicts the founding value of decentralization brought by blockchain.

They’re subject to wash trading and other rabid speculation.

Thanks to blockchain technology, decentralized exchanges strengthen transactional security while protecting
users from many other vulnerabilities. The following represent the most in-demand features, and competitive
advantages that should be offered by decentralized exchanges:

Decentralization
Data is not kept on a single server but is instead shared amongst all users. Decentralized exchanges cannot be shut down, even by governments, so long as there is at
least one single active user.

Safety
There is no third-party risk for entrusting assets, thus negating the need to transfer
valuable crypto assets to vulnerable exchange wallets to trade. Instead, users always
have full control over their coins and tokens.
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Anonymity
Use of decentralized exchanges, requires no registration or verification.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions do not require a third party to administer
transactions or assets. P2P transactions are anonymous, ensuring personal data
remains private.

Security
Because there are no centralized servers or databases that are vulnerable
to attack by cybercriminals, assets stored on the blockchain are secure.
Decentralization ensures transparency; hence ‘the code is the law’.

No downtimes
Decentralized exchanges are much more resistant to DDoS attacks, ensuring their
continuous operation and performance. In addition, thanks to distributed hosting
via decentralized nodes, infrastructure is nearly invulnerable to break down and
hacker attacks.

Transparency
All exchange operations’ settlement and order books should be fully transparent.
Users can have full access to symmetric information, preventing manipulation and
other abuse.

The EXCC Team believes that decentralized, blockchain-backed solutions are the future of the exchange
industry. The advantages that come with this technology, have not gone unnoticed by large players in
the crypto and financial industries as more and more institutions continue to invest in blockchain
based solutions.
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There have been several cases of centralized exchanges being shut down by regulatory actions and even
by outright owner scams. A DEX cannot be shut down so long as there is at least one active user present.
Even if a DEX is interrupted, anyone with access to the EXCC open source code can easily resurrect
the platform.

Decentralized exchanges are the solution to the issues of centralization posed by centralized
exchanges, as even governments cannot take them down. After the initial release and thanks to our unique coin
economy, we anticipate full community support, thus negating the need for a centralized managing authority.
As founders, we will build and perfect the platform, but once in users’ hands, its decentralized nature
renders our continued active management obsolete. A quote online says it well:

…true decentralization is measured by the degree of freedom allowed for joining
in the consensus-making. given that the codes are open source and that this
information is equally accessible, freedom of decision-making is an indication
of fairness. one enjoys the power to participate, as well as the power to quit.1

1. https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/guest-post-what-is-the-true-meaning-of-decentralization-in-blockchain-technology-1474558340/
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EXCC Blockchain
ExchangeCoin Overview
ExchangeCoin blockchain is built on a Proof-of-Work + Proof-of-Stake hybrid consensus. We decided to use
the Equihash (N=144, K=5) Proof-of-Work algorithm to make our blockchain ASIC resistant. That way we can
ensure that every EXCC supporter can actively participate in securing transactions by mining. We avoid
the issues of centralization of computing power (work) by a single actor, as has occurred on other blockchains.

On EXCC a new block is created approximately every 150 seconds. The initial block creation reward is 38 EXCC
for each block. This reward is split between miners and stakers in the proportions below:


  


  

We decided to go with a Proof-of-Work (PoW) + Proof-of-Stake (PoS) hybrid consensus algorithm since using
the PoW consensus alone is vulnerable to 51% attacks. If a miner achieves 51% of network hashing power,
they could perform a hard fork or roll back transactions. Many coins are vulnerable to such attacks, especially
initially when projects do not have as many supporters as other more popular blockchains. Adding a second
layer of consensus, PoS protects networks from such a threat, since every block is validated by randomly
selected votes. In addition, the EXCC blockchain uses the ASIC resistant Equihash algorithm, making EXCC
affordable to mine on both CPU rigs and GPU cards. Allowing mining on GPUs, decentralizes PoW, as there
are potentially many more active users with GPU mini-capabilities, than those who can afford to purchase
expensive ASIC machines.
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Why is the EXCC blockchain special?

Fair rewards to both PoW and PoS miners in a 70/30% ratio

No developer’s fee

Protects against 51% hashing power attack

ASIC resistant Equihash algorithm allows for greater mining decentralization

Proof-of-Stake
EXCC’s Proof-of-Stake Protocol includes the following functions:

1. Gives stakeholders the privilege to vote regarding developmental decisions for the EXCC
blockchain and EXCC-DEX. After a decision is reached through stakeholder voting, the blockchain
will automatically adapt and activate the new function.
2. Presents

a

medium

through

which

stakeholders

can

monitor

miner

performance.

Stakeholders have the privilege to decide whether a block is valid, even when it is in accordance with
the consensus rules of the network. This function serves a check and balancing mechanism on
potentially inappropriate miner actions, such as mining empty blocks or undue user censorship.
3. Allows EXCC holders to deposit their coins for long-term investment, prospecting for additional
coins to be awarded from Block Rewards.
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Understanding the Proof-Of-Stake System
Stakeholders will be required to secure a ticket for eligibility to participate in the stake mining process. Tickets
can be secured by locking an amount of EXCC. With these tickets, stakeholders can cast a single vote per ticket.
After voting, the ticket delivers a reward in addition to the original value of the Ticket Price.

Tickets for the voting process are randomly selected and the duration of this voting exercise can last anywhere
from 1 to 71 days (14 days average), however, there is a 0.5% probability that the tickets can become invalid
before selection for a vote. Upon expiration, the original Ticket Price is refunded without a reward. For each
mined block, there must be five votes; if the votes fall below five, a deduction will be made from the miner’s
reward as a penalty. The mined blocks are permitted to have as many as 20 new ticket purchases. It takes 256
blocks for a new ticket to mature before it can be added to the Ticket Pool and eligible to be selected during
the voting process.

Some crucial variables that one should know while staking include the following:

•

For every 144 blocks (approximately 6 hours) the algorithm for the stake difficulty runs a calculation
to generate a new Ticket Price to maintain the Ticket Pool size so the target size of 40,960 tickets will
not be exceeded. In this instance, the 144-block window is called the Stake Difference Window Size.

•

For every single 144-block window, users wishing to stake their EXCC coins are mandated to pay
the Ticket Price/Stake Difficulty price.

•

The Ticket Pool refers to the overall number of the tickets available on the EXCC network.

•

The Ticket Fee refers to the rate that is mandatorily added to the ticket purchases as an incentive
to encourage Proof-of-Work miners to add the ticket to a new block. The Ticket Fee is usually represented
as the EXCC/kB fee rate per ticket purchase. This means that for transactions of higher values, the user will
pay a higher fee. For example, the purchases made for solo staking tickets are valued at about 300 Bytes;
this indicates that a Ticket Fee will require 0.1 EXCC to be spent only when the ticket is added to a block.

•

At lower Ticket Prices for a single Ticket Window, users can witness the formation of a market,
where multiple stakeholders will attempt to buy tickets before the window closes. However, if the
Ticket Price is not very low and the deal seems profitable, the default rate - Ticket Fee of 0.001 EXCC/kB
will be sufficient to be added to a block. If a ticket is selected for a vote, the wallet with the voting rights
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must be online to cast a vote or the ticket will be recorded as a miss, and the user will not be rewarded for
that ticket. The stakepools offer a solution for users who cannot be online 24/7 to vote.

•

The stakepools are used by the stakeholders to carry out transactions for ticket purchases that provide
stakepool voting rights for a user’s tickets. Voting can be done on the user’s behalf for a small fee (usually
less than 7%) paid for participation. This fee is charged to enable the maintenance of the three servers
being hosted to run the stakepool. Known as the Pool Fee, it is charged for the minimal PoS reward.

The Lifecycle of a Ticket
It is quite easy to buy tickets for the PoS. After purchase, the ticket on the mainnet (there are multiple parameters for test net) will pass through different stages during its lifetime.

1. After purchasing a ticket through Exilibrium or the exccwallet, the individual transaction charge
for each purchase is expected to be Ticket Price + Ticket Fee.

2. The purchased ticket is added to the Mempool where it will be kept until it is mined by PoW miners.
A maximum of 20 new tickets are mined into the different blocks.

3. Blocks with a higher Ticket Fee for transactions are used for the high priority tickets. It should
be noted that the Ticket Fee is valued at EXCC per KB for each transaction. Some transaction sizes
such as the solo ticket purchase are 298 bytes, while others such as pool ticket purchases are 539
bytes.

4. A - This is for tickets mined into a block; it assumes the state of an immature ticket for 256 blocks
(approximately 10 hours). The immature tickets are not eligible for voting, and at this stage, the
ticket fee cannot be refunded.
B - In the case where the users’ ticket is not mined, Ticket Price and Ticket Fee are refunded
to the account used for purchase.

5. At maturity (256 blocks), the ticket is added to the Ticket Pool where it can be used for voting.

6. The possibility of a ticket being selected for voting is dependent on a Poisson distribution, which
is done in an average of 14 days after which the ticket stands a 50% chance of being voted.
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7. Regarding the size of the target pool (40960 tickets), randomly, the tickets have a 99.5% chance
of voting within a period of 71 days (approximately 2.3 months). It is expected that the ticket will
be invalidated if it is not voted within this time frame. Subsequently, a refund of the Ticket Price
will be made.

8. In a situation where a ticket is unresponsive or when two valid blocks exist close to each other,
it may miss the call to vote. If this happens, the user will receive a refund valued at the original
Ticket Price.

9. If a ticket is voted or missed/invalidated, the funds (price of a ticket and the subsidy,
excluding the fee) attain a maturity status for the next 256 blocks before it is released. In the case of
missed/invalidated tickets, the transaction will be revoked, and the locked ticket asset is released.
Please Note: Only missed tickets can be submitted for a revocation, users are not permitted to
proceed with the revocation of a ticket until it has been recorded as missed.

Proof-of-Work Mining
ExchangeCoin uses the Equihash algorithm; therefore, it is mineable on both CPUs and GPUs. The EXCC
development team has also made an effort to make ExchangeCoin ASIC resistant, making mining more
decentralized and affordable for everyone. Proof-of-Work mining requires a computer’s hash power to create
new blocks, mine new PoS tickets, and confirm network transactions. Miners are rewarded with a PoW reward
equal to 70% of a total block reward, the remaining 30% goes to the PoS voters. Mining can be performed
either solo or in mining pools.

Solo mining
Solo mining is available from an Exilibrium wallet or from the Console using EXCC binaries. Solo mining is not
recommended unless a miner has significant hash power. Otherwise, rewards from PoW mining may be rarely
received or not received at all.

Pool mining
The EXCC team is working to construct both a proprietary miner and mining pool, however, due to the unusual
features of the EXCC blockchain, the task is complicated. There is currently one publicly available mining pool
at the time of writing, it is governed and accessible from SCECF.ORG
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EXCC Core Team

The EXCC founders’ team have a complementary skill set and extensive experience in cryptocurrency markets.

Wiktor Głowacki
Wiktor is founder of ExchangeCoin, and a front-end developer. A computer
enthusiast since the age of five, and an ex-banker, Wiktor strongly believes in the
blockchain-based decentralized monetary system. He is responsible for the IT
development and coordination of both the Xchange.me v2.0 and the decentralized
exchange, IT support, and the formation of new partnerships.

Sylwester Szczepanek
Sylwester is the second co-founder of the ExchangeCoin, and an IT Engineer. After
losing his coins on a centralized exchange that was arbitrarily shut down, Sylwester
focused on his dream to create a decentralized exchange invulnerable to shut down.
Within the EXCC team, he is responsible for the coordination of marketing, legal
activities, customer support, and the development of Xult.

Filip Maryjański
Filip is a back-end developer responsible for building the Xchange.me engine
and the initial EXCC code. He is proficient in PHP, JS, C, Python and many other IT
technologies. On a daily basis, Filip is occupied with developing Xchange.me, working
on new features and improvements, and maintaining the existing code base.
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Development Team

The EXCC core team has enlisted the cooperation of the Pragmatic Coders – Blockchain & FinTech Software
House in February 2018. Pragmatic Coders took on the challenge of developing the decentralized exchange
based on the vision of the ExchangeCoin.

As a result, there are seven new team members who have joined the EXCC project:

Jakub Stefański
Thanks to his vast experience in FinTech and blockchain-based product
development, Jakub is a veteran of the blockchain world. His experiences building
trading platforms and algo-trading systems, and his knowledge attained from various
Ethereum Dapp projects, is crucial to the development and operation of our
decentralized cryptocurrency exchange.

Sergiy Yevtushenko
As a software architect with more than 30 years of experience, Sergiy played
an important role in developing IT products for many international organizations
in different industries (e.g., finance, gambling). His role in the EXCC project is to build
a highly operational and decentralized platform with fully scalable architecture.

Wojciech Harzowski
An expert in blockchain development, Ethereum based Dapps, C++, and Go
software development, Wojciech has a highly technical background. Within the EXCC
team, Wojciech is mainly responsible for setting up our blockchain infrastructure and
implementing the core blockchain algorithms related to Proof-of-Stake and
Proof-of-Work.
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Jacek Janus
As a front-end developer, Jacek manages three significant areas: code, UX, and
design. Jacek leads the development of our Exilibrium wallet and is responsible for
the front-end development of the decentralized exchange client software. He is
an expert in implementing usability solutions, ensuring that the needs of users always
come first.

Jakub Kozioł
Jakub is passionate about low-level programming. His diverse experiences in C++ and
Go have been extremely useful for building a new blockchain. If you ever encounter
any complex algorithmic problem, ask Jakub! Within the EXCC team, Jakub handles
all challenges related to core blockchain functionality and blockchain infrastructure.

Piotr Bzdęga
Piotr is an experienced Scrum Master, handling everything about team
communication through optimization while continually monitoring the software
development process on a daily basis. Within the EXCC team, he is responsible for
the efficiency of our development process, ensuring smooth collaboration between
teams (UX team, back-end, and front-end team, EXCC team). Before EXCC, Piotr
worked as a Product Owner on a cryptocurrency trading platform.

Wiktor Żołnowski
Wiktor has broad experience in both Agile Product and Project management.
Combined with his extensive knowledge of blockchain technology, he leverages his
abilities to design and deliver the best blockchain-based decentralized exchange.
Before joining EXCC team, Wiktor designed and consulted for various Ethereum
based startups as well as a few blockchain-based products, such as cryptocurrency
exchanges and other trading platforms.
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Roadmap
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